Abstract -Let R be a commutative ring with the unit element 1, and let G = S n be the symmetric group of degree n > 1. Let A% n denote the subalgebra of invariants of the polynomial algebra A mn = R[*n > · -· >*i/n · · · \Xm\ > · · · >Xmn\ with respect to G. A classical result of Noether [6] implies that if every non-zero integer is invertible in /?, then A% n is generated by polarized elementary symmetric polynomials. As was recently shown by D. Richman, this result remains true under the condition that n\ is invertible in R. The purpose of this paper is to give a short proof of Richman's result based on the use of Waring's formula and closely related to Noether's original proof.
INTRODUCTION
Let m,n be positive integers, R be a commutative ring with the unit element 1, and let ™nm = be the algebra of polynomials in mn variables jc/ ; over R. The symmetric group G = S n operates on the algebra A mn as a group of Λ-automorphisms by the rule Denote by A% m the subalgebra of invariants of the algebra A mn with respect to the group G and define polarized elementary symmetric polynomials Μ Π| ... |Γ|ΙΙ If R is Noetherian, it follows from the Hilbert-Noether finiteness theorem [4, 6] that A% n is a finitely generated commutative Λ-algebra and A mn is finitely generated as a module over A^n. Moreover, if every integer is invertible in /?, the invariants M n ,·..,'* ^o rm a complete system of generators of A% n over R (see [1] , p. 9; [2] , p. 62; [14] , p. 37). In other words, every element u of the algebra A% n may be written as a polynomial in u n ,... ,,·,", 1 <r\ + ... + r m <n, with coefficients in R. The above system of generating invariants contains ( m * n ) -1 elements connected with each other by different algebraic relations (see [3] , p. 68, and [12] ). This result was recently generalized by D. Richman [8] In this paper we give a short and simple proof of Theorem 1 based on polarization of the classical Waring formula and closely related to one of two Noether's original proofs in the case where R is a field of characteristic 0. Several examples presented in the final section of the paper show that the restriction on R stated in Theorem 1 cannot be removed.
More generally, let A = R[x\,... ,jc,"] be a finitely generated commutative Ralgebra, G be a finite group of the /?-algebra automorphisms of A, and let A G be the subalgebra of invariants of C. If z\ , . . . ,z /w are commuting indeterminates, define This result provides us with an efficient algorithm to compute a complete system of generating polynomial invariants under the condition that |G| ! is invertible in R. There is another constructive proof of Theorem 1 based on different arguments also ascending to Noether (see [9] and [10] , p. 29). The upper bound on the degrees of a set of generating polynomials for the algebra of invariants given by Theorem 2 is known as Noether's bound (see also [9] , [10] , p. 28, and [11] ). In the final section of the paper, we show that the conditions of Theorem 2 cannot be removed. In particular, it will be shown that Noether's bound is false if R is a field of characteristic 2 and G = 62. For other results and problems in the theory of polynomial invariants over fields of prime characteristic see [9] and [11] .
GENERATING INVARIANTS OF THE SYMMETRIC GROUP
Let G = S n be the symmetric group of degree n > 1 that operates on the /?-algebra A mn -R[x\\j... ,Jt m i;... ;*ι π ,... ,*","] as a group of -automorphisms, A% n be the subalgebra of invariants of G in A mn , and w ri) ... /m , 1 < ΓΙ + ... + r m < n, be the polarized elementary symmetric polynomials in A% n .
Let ν σι p m be an invariant polynomial in A% m of the form η
7=1
If m = 1, then the well-known Waring formula (see [13] , p. 13 and
7=1 where c i|r . ifn are integers of the form
The following result can be considered as a generalization of the Waring formula to the case where m > 1 (see also [12] ). In (2) we set and hence, in view of (2),
As a result we find that 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Let G = S n be the symmetric group of degree n. Suppose that / is a monomial in which is invariant with respect to G = 52, cannot be written as a polynomial in the invariants WIQO, "οιο> "οοι> "200. "no» "ioi> «020» "on» "002 over F 2 , the prime finite field of characteristic 2. By Proposition 1, we have and since the generating elements U\QQ, WQIO> WQOI, WHQ, «101, "on of the algebra Q[^n>*2i5*3i;^i2>*22)^32] G are algebraically independent over Q, this decomposition is unique. Hence it follows that νπι cannot be expressed over F 2 as a polynomial in wioo, «oio> "001» "200, MHO, «101» "020. "on» "002· Thus, the Noether bound is false in characteristic 2. Therefore, the conditions of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 cannot be removed. Moreover, we see that «100, MOIO> «001» "οϊι> "ιοί» "no are algebraically dependent over F 2 . Now we show that any polynomial / σι σ 2 σ3 of the form f _ r°i ν σ 2 Ο3ΐ , σι σ 2 σ 3
can be expressed as a polynomial in «001, "oio> "100, "002» «on» «020» w ioi» "no» "200, and vni with integer coefficients.
At first we show that any polynomial f _ <*i σ 2 ι σ 2 σ 2
./Oi02 -·*ιι-*21 ^Λ12 Λ 22
is a polynomial in UQ\ , MIO, "02 > MI ι , «20 over Z. Indeed, we have which is invariant with respect to G = £2» cannot be expressed over FI as a polynomial in "η,Γ 2 ,Γ3,Γ 4) 1 < η + >"2 + >"3 + Γ4 < 4. Assume, for a contradiction, that = α«ιοοο"οιοο"οοιο"οοοι "ιοοο"οοιο"οιοι +"ιοοο"οοοι"οιιο) so the polynomials ΜΙΙΟΟ,ΜΙΟΙΟ^ΙΟΟΙ^ΟΙΙΟ^ΟΙΟΙ^ΟΟΙΙ are algebraically dependent over F 2 . On the other hand, they are algebraically independent over Q. which is impossible in F p for any prime ρ dividing n.
